TechLiner™ & Tailgate
TechLiner™

WeatherTech® TechLiner™ is the easiest to install, custom-fit solution for protecting and preserving pick-up truck beds – PERIOD! TechLiner™ armors your investment against scratches, dents and paint damage by seamlessly lining the truck bed and tailgate. The liner’s “soft touch” material helps to prevent cargo from shifting yet provides ease to loading/unloading.

Made from a 100% recyclable and odorless thermoplastic elastomer; TechLiner™ is durable, flexible and UV resistant. Custom-fit for each application, the liner securely fits the exact contours of the truck bed. Will not crack, break or warp in even extreme temperatures.

TechLiner™ can be placed underneath rigid high-sided liner to provide additional protection against paint damage. It is also ideal for users of truck caps and transporting pets. Installation takes only minutes, without the need for drilling or use of chemical applications. TechLiner™ is secured to the truck bed with the use of Velcro® discs that allow for an effortless fit and the ability to remove the liner if necessary. Additional tailgate piece available.

- Easiest to install pick-up bed protection – PERIOD!
- Fits to the exact contours of application
- No-messy sprays or drilling needed
- 100% recyclable, odorless material
- Flexible and durable
- Chemical and UV resistant

For questions or to place an order, contact HAWKEYE TRUCK EQUIPMENT at 515-289-1755 or 1-800-622-8223.
EASIEST TO INSTALL
PICK-UP BED
PROTECTION – PERIOD!
Custom fits to the contours of your truck bed

Works well under rigid bed liners to protect against paint wear

For questions or to place an order, contact HAWKEYE TRUCK EQUIPMENT at 515-289-1755 or 1-800-622-8223.